The capacity for tracing relationships among various artifacts which are created at each phase of software system development is essential for software quality management. Software release refers to delivering a set of newly created or changed artifacts to customers.
같다. Provide traceability information of artifacts, regardless of the extraction tools used. Traceability information of each artifact is provided by visualized version graph.
2
Interface or integrate with traceability link recovery tools.
Proposed system support itself identification of traceability link based on change history. But, this requirement is partially satisfied because the system can't provide traceability information based on requirements.
3 Allow the user to browse the traceability links.
Users can confirm the change history of single artifact and the relationships of various artifacts through workspace system.
4
Interoperate with other software engineering tools (e.g., analysis tools, document management tools, etc.)
Interoperability is satisfied by integration of version management system and configuration management system. But, interoperation with other CASE tools such as design tools or development tools is limited.
5
Provide comprehensive configuration management and change tracking facilities.
Provide the tracking facility for configuration management process and change through integration of configuration management system and personal workspace. Support tracing what version of artifact is linked with release through attach the release number as tag. Also tracing relationships of artifacts related some release number is supported.
12
Provide the environment in which parallel development is available.
Developers can work independently in own workspace by using branching function. 참 고 문 헌
